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This study aimed to evaluate neuroendocrine and cardiovascular responses together with changes in brain
asymmetry following an anger mood induction laboratory task. Previous research has shown an increase in
heart rate and blood pressure when anger is experienced. Increased testosterone and decreased cortisol in
response to anger and aggressive behavior have also been reported. With regard to asymmetrical frontal
brain activity and emotion, the valence model links negative affect (as anger) to the right hemisphere while
the motivational direction model links approach-related emotions (as anger) to the left hemisphere. From
the subjective perception and from the neuroendocrine and cardiovascular response of the subjects, we can
conclude that the self-referent statement anger induction method by Engebretson et al. (1999) was able to
generate an experience of an anger affect in 30 healthy men. Another question was to analyze the
consequences of that experience upon perceptual asymmetry when measured with a non-emotional
laterality task. Regarding dichotic listening, an enhanced REA (right ear advantage) was observed after anger
which indicates greater left hemisphere activity, supporting the motivational direction model.
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Introduction

Research has consistently indicated that the induction of several
emotions generates profound changes in the autonomic nervous
system (ANS) activity –which controls cardiovascular reactivity (for a
review, see Bradley and Lang, 2000) – and in the endocrine system
activity (for a review, see De Kloet, 2004). In addition, it has also been
found that the expression and the experience of emotions produce
significant changes in brain activity, particularly within the frontal
and temporal lobes (Robinson, 1995). Indeed, despite that central
nervous system (CNS) activation may mediate associations between
emotion and peripheral physiological responses, such as heart rate
(HR), blood pressure (BP) and/or hormonal release (Foster and
Harrison, 2004; Ohira et al., 2006), it is unusual for each of these
parameters to be examined in conjunction in a single investigation.

Focusing on ANS, the notion of an emotion-specific autonomic
response has been the source of much controversy. Two major
theoretical positions have emerged regarding this issue. The first
position embraces Cannon's view of undifferentiated autonomic
arousal during emotion states (e.g. Cannon, 1929; Cacioppo et al.,
2000). The second position, consistent with the theoretical writings of
Darwin (1872/1965) and James (1884), argues that different emo-
tions are accompanied byunique patterns of physiological activity, and
gives evidence supporting discrete emotion-specific autonomic
activity (Ax, 1953; Christie and Friedman, 2004; Ekman et al., 1983;
Rainville et al., 2006; Schwartz et al., 1981; Sinha et al., 1992).

One of the most consistent findings in research on emotion-
specific ANS activity has been the differential increases in cardiovas-
cular reactivity during fear and anger. Fear response is similar to the
general arousal pattern seen during isotonic exercise. HR, systolic
blood pressure (SBP), and muscular blood flow increase, while net
peripheral vascular resistance decreases keeping diastolic blood
pressure (DBP) relatively low. Anger, on the other hand, produces
increases on HR and SBP as well as peripheral vascular resistance, thus
differentially elevating DBP (Ax, 1953; Christie and Friedman, 2004;
Ekman et al., 1983; Schwartz et al., 1981; Sinha et al., 1992).

It is well known that the steroid hormone testosterone (T) is
involved in aggressive behavior and dominance in numerous species.
However, the relationship between T and aggression in humans has
remained controversial (for a review see Archer, 2006). Research in
human social behavior indicates that greater T levels are associated
with anger (Hohlagschwandtner et al., 2001; Persky et al., 1971;
Thompson and George, 2003; Van Honk et al., 1999, 2000; Wirth and
Schultheiss, 2007), aggression (Archer, 2006); and especially with
interpersonal dominance, including competition (Mazur and Booth,
1998; Salvador, 2005; Salvador and Costa, 2009; Salvador et al., 2003),
aggressive dominance (Gerra et al., 1996; Gray et al., 1991; Van der
Meij et al., 2008), and criminal violence (Dabbs et al., 1995; Van
Bokhoven et al., 2006). All of these behaviors are related to approach
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motivation. Accordingly, hormonal treatments that increase T levels
have been shown to increase anger, hostility, irritability, aggression
and/or euphoria (e.g., O'Connor et al., 2004; Pope et al., 2000; Su et al.,
1993; Van Honk and Schutter, 2007).

On the other hand, cortisol (C), a marker of activation of the
hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis in stressful situations, is
positively related to many of the negative emotions: e.g. fear, sadness
and stress (Gadea et al., 2005; Lerner et al., 2007; Lewis and Ramsay,
2005; Van Eck et al., 1996; Van Honk et al., 2003), and with avoidance
behavior (e.g. Buss et al., 2003; Roelofs et al., 2005). However, the
relationship of anger or aggressive behavior with C is not as clear as
with T. While many authors have found an association between lower
C levels and anger, aggressive and approach behavior (Lerner et al.,
2007; Roelofs et al., 2005; Roy, 2004; Van Goozen et al., 1998; Van
Honk et al., 2003), others have found the opposite, high C levels
related to anger (Putman et al., 2007; Van Honk et al., 2000) and
competitive aggression (Salvador, 2005; Salvador et al., 2003); and
some studies have found no relation between C and anger (Lewis and
Ramsay, 2005; Van Eck et al., 1996). Furthermore, using primate
models to understand human aggression, Kalin (1999) distinguishes 2
chief categories of aggression: defensive and offensive, with different
hormonal patterns and neural mechanisms. While offensive aggres-
sion is approach motivated and associated with high levels of T and
lower levels of C, defensive aggression is fear motivated and related to
high plasma C concentrations and extreme asymmetric right frontal
activity (discussed below).

Focusing on CNS, specifically in asymmetrical frontal brain activity
related to emotions, there are two main conceptual models. The first
view (valence model) has posited that the left frontal brain region is
involved in the experience and expression of positive emotions and
that the right frontal brain region is involved in the expression and
experience of negative emotions (e.g. Ahern and Schwartz, 1985;
Silberman and Weingartner, 1986). The second view (motivational
direction model) has posited that the left frontal brain region is
involved in the experience and expression of approach-related
emotions and that the right frontal brain region is involved in the
experience and expression of withdrawal-related emotions (e.g. Fox,
1991; Harmon-Jones et al., 2006; Sutton and Davidson, 1997).

Positive emotions are usually associated with approach-related
motivation (e.g. happiness), whereas negative emotions are associ-
ated with withdrawal-related motivation (e.g. sadness and fear); but
not all emotions behave in accord with this presumed relationship.
Anger is one of the best examples of a violation of the relationship,
because anger is experienced as negative (Harmon-Jones, 2004a;
Lazarus, 1991; Watson et al., 1999), but it often evokes approach
motivation (Adams et al., 2006; Berkowitz, 1999; Carver, 2004;
Darwin, 1872/1965; Harmon-Jones, 2004b).

In examinations of anger and asymmetrical cortical activity,
several electroencephalographic (EEG) studies have shown that trait
anger relates to relatively greater left frontal activity when measured
at resting baseline (Harmon-Jones, 2004a; Harmon-Jones and Allen,
1998; Rybak et al., 2006; Stewart et al., 2008), and also after anger-
eliciting pictorial stimuli (Harmon-Jones, 2007). Experiments have
also revealed that manipulated increases of left frontal cortical activity
via repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation augment vigilant
attention towards andmemory for angry facial expressions (D'Alfonso
et al., 2000; Van Honk and Schutter, 2006). Moreover, some other
studies using Positron Emission Tomography (PET) (Dougherty et al.,
1999; Marci et al., 2007) or EEG (Aftanas et al., 2006; Harmon-Jones
and Sigelman, 2001) have shown that the induction of an anger mood
state evokes relatively greater left frontal brain activity, specially
when this anger state is approach-related (Harmon-Jones et al., 2006;
Wacker et al., 2003).

Finally, some studies have explored the cognitive-behavioral
outcome of an induced affect when taking into account the
lateralization of the task evaluated. Bartolic et al. (1999) found that
dysphoria, generated by means of the Velten Mood Induction
Procedure (VMIP) (Velten, 1968) yielded better figural (right
hemisphere task) than verbal (left hemisphere task) fluency out-
comes. Gadea et al. (2005) showed an increase in left ear (LE) items
and a decrease in right ear (RE) items reported in dichotic listening
following a sadness mood induction using also the VMIP. The above
effects could be explained in terms of Kinsbourne's (1970) model of
attention and perceptual asymmetry, with the induced negative affect
(sadness or fear) increasing right brain activation, which in turn
facilitated right hemisphere tasks and caused an attentional bias to
the left hemi-space. This effect could also be explained by Hugdahl
(2003) model of attention. From a top-down (instruction-driven
information processing) perspective, a bottom-up (stimulus-driven
information processing) asymmetry effect could be modulated or
switched through cognitive means (e.g. an emotional induction).

In the present study the anger induction (AI) method by
Engebretson et al. (1999) was applied to induce anger in healthy
men. Accordingwith above mentioned studies, we expected increases
in HR, SBP and DBP after the anger induction. We hypothesized an
increase in T levels and a decrease in C levels too. A consonant–vowel
dichotic listening (DL) test was also applied before and after the anger
induction. On the basis of past research about anger mood and
asymmetrical brain activity (for a review see Harmon-Jones, 2004b),
we also predicted that the anger induction would increase left
hemisphere activity (motivational model) so a facilitation of RE
performance on the DL task would occur.

Method

Participants

Thirty right-handed men, undergraduate volunteers between 18
and 30 years old (mean age: 22.93, S.D.: 2.68) were recruited from
the University community. Participants had no self-reported history
of a major depression or other psychiatric disorders, medical illness,
chronic pharmacological treatment or drug consumption. If they
were smokers, their tobacco consumption was limited to five or less
cigarettes a day. In order not to affect T measurements, none of them
were top-class gymnasts, gym addicted or anabolic–androgenic
steroid users. None of them had previous knowledge of the DL
technique. All subjects were treated in accordance with “Ethical
Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct” (American
Psychological Association, 1992). The study was also approved by
the local ethics committee. Hearing acuity was determined by a
Lafayette 15014 C screening audiometer. Subjects included were
those with no imbalance in hearing levels of more than 10 dB (at the
frequencies of 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 and 6000 Hz).

Procedure

The subjects were told not to eat, drink, smoke or brush their teeth
for 1 h prior to testing. On arrival at the laboratory, all subjects were
informed that they would be providing saliva for hormonal analyses,
and doing some behavioral tasks in a sound-attenuated room in our
laboratory. After obtainingwritten informed consent, the subjectsfilled
in a general information questionnaire anda handedness questionnaire
(Olfield, 1971), and were tested for hearing acuity. Then, we started
collecting baseline measures (dependent variables). The timing of the
protocol was as follows: 3 measures of BP and HR (6 min), PANAS and
Anger Subscale (POMS) questionnaires (5 min), collection of saliva
sample directly from mouth to tube — Unitek R (5 min), and
performance of the DL test (15 min). A short break of 10 min is the
maximum. After the break the anger induction lab task was carried out
for 20 min (independent variable). Immediately after the mood
induction procedure all dependent variables (post-anger measures)
were collected again. At the end of the experiment subjects were told
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about the purpose of the study and thanked for participation. All
sessions were carried out in the afternoon, between 1600 to 1800 h in
order to control circadian rhythms and over a 2-month period.

Materials

Anger induction procedure: AI, Engebretson et al. (1999)
A modified Spanish translation of the anger induction (AI)

(Engebretson et al., 1999) was used, with the aim of generating an
anger affect experience. This AI laboratory task is similar in format to
the Velten Mood Induction Procedure for depression (VMIP-D) and
elation (VMIP-E) (Velten, 1968) and involves reading descriptors of
anger experience, recalling relevant personal memories, and evoking
the mood suggested by the sentence/memory. The AI exhibited good
sensitivity and specificity in that it induced moderate to greater
increases in anger (N1 SD change) in 68% of the sample (Engebretson
et al., 1999).

The procedure designed to induce an anger affect consisted of 50
self-referent statements gradually progressing from relative mood
neutrality (“Today is no different from any other day”) to extremely
angry (“I can feel my body getting tense with anger”, “I feel like
striking out at someone who has angered me”, “I am consumed with
hatred”) connoting irritability, hostility, rage and anger.

The subjects were given a loose-leaf binder each page of which
contained one of 50 anger statements. The instructions were to read
each sentence silently, imagine what the sentence is saying, recall any
relevant memories, and generally try as much as possible to get into
the mood suggested by the sentence. After 20 s the experimenter
continued with the next sentence.

Mood scales

PANAS scales. A Spanish translation (Sandín et al., 1999) of the
short PANAS (Positive and Negative Affect Schedule) scales (Watson
et al., 1988) was used to assess self-reported mood. The short PANAS
consists of two 10-item mood scales that comprise positive (PA) and
negative (NA) affect states. High PA reflects a state of high energy, full
concentration and pleasurable engagement, whereas high NA sub-
sumes a variety of aversive mood states including upset, guilt, fear,
anger and nervousness. The PANASwas rated on a 5-point scale (from
not at all to very much) to document the extent to which the subject
experienced each mood state immediately after the anger induction.
Psychometric properties of the PANAS scales have shown to have
internal consistency, low correlation, and stability over time (Watson
et al., 1988).

Anger–Hostility subscale of the P.O.M.S. The P.O.M.S. (Profile of
Mood States) inventory consists of 58 items (adjectives) that describe
feelings and mood. There are six subscales: Tension–Anxiety;
Depression–Dejection;Anger–Hostility;Vigor–Activity; Fatigue–Inertia;
and Confusion–Bewilderment (McNair et al., 1971). A Spanish transla-
tion (Balaguer et al., 1993) of theAnger–Hostility subscale of theP.O.M.S.
was used to assess self-reported anger. This subscale consists of 12
adjectives (angry, grouchy, spiteful, annoyed, ready to fight,
furious…) related to an anger and hostility affect state, and was
rated on a 5-point scale (from 0=not at all to 4=extremely) to
document the extent to which the subject experienced subjective
anger immediately after the anger induction.

Cardiovascular response
The analyzed cardiovascular measures were SBP, DBP and HR.

These physiological measures represent general cardiovascular
indices that are most commonly measured in other studies about
emotions. Participants had 3 baseline and 3 post-anger mood
induction BP and HR measurements taken by a Dinamap Procare
100 Vital Signs Monitor (Critikon, Tampa, FL) which uses the
oscillometric principle for pressure determinations; it has digital
displays (thus reducing observer error) and an electrical pump. For all
the measures, the BP cuff was placed on the non-dominant arm.
Baseline SBP, DBP, and HR were each calculated as an average of the 3
readings, and the same for post-anger mood cardiovascular measures.

Hormonal determinations: salivary testosterone (T) and cortisol (C)
Salivary samples were centrifuged (5000 rpm, 15±2 °C) and

frozen at −20 °C at the end of each experimental session until
determination by an experienced radioimmunoassay (RIA) technician
(Central Research Unit, Faculty of Medicine, University of Valencia,
Spain) who was unaware of the hypotheses being tested.

All samples from a given subject were run in duplicate in the same
assay. The salivary T assay required a previous extraction phase with
ether. Afterwards, 125I-testosterone tracer was added and decanted
into a coated tube with a highly specific antibody provided by a
commercial kit (Immunotech SA, Marsella, France). Samples were
counted by gamma counter for 1 min. Duplicate internal and external
control tubes were routinely included. Intra-assay variation coeffi-
cient was lower than 5% and sensitivity was below 6 pmol/l. T levels
were expressed in pmol/l.

Salivary C was determined by a commercial kit adapted to salivary
levels after dilutionof the standard curve in thebuffer, as recommended
in the protocol (OrionDiagnostica, Espoo, Finland). The salivary sample
(150 μl) was mixed with 125I-cortisol tracer and the tube coated with
highly specific antibody. Finally, samples were decanted and counted
for 1 min. C levels were expressed in nmol/l and internal and external
controls were included in the assays. Good precision was obtained
with intra-assay variation coefficients below 5% with a sensitivity of
1 nmol/l. More details about hormonal determination have been
previously described elsewhere (Salvador et al., 2003).

Perceptual asymmetry: dichotic listening (DL) test
The dichotic stimuli consisted of the six stop consonants paired

with the vowel /a/ to form six consonant–vowel syllables (ba, da, ga,
ka, pa, ta). The syllables were paired with each other in all possible
combinations to form 36 different syllable pairs. From these, the
homonymic pairs (ba-ba, etc.) were included in the test as a
perceptual control, but they were not considered in the statistical
analyses. The other 30 syllables were duplicated and recorded
randomly; giving 60 test trials, with a maximum correct score of 60.
The DL test used in this study has achieved a test–retest reliability of
0.86 (for details and further descriptions of the DL test, see Gadea
et al., 2003). The DL test was replayed to the subjects from a Sony
Walkman D-EJ985 portable CD player with Technics rp-DJ1210 stereo
covered outer ear headphones. The output from the CD player was
calibrated at a level of 75 dB.

The subjects were informed that different syllables would be
presented to each ear simultaneously and were asked to report only
the syllable perceived most clearly. The data were acquired as the
number of correctly reported items from the right (RE) and left (LE)
ear. In addition, a laterality index (LI) score was calculated for each
subject and condition (before and after anger induction), according to
the formula: LI=[(RE−LE)/(RE+LE)].

Statistical analyses

All variables were normally distributed (Kolmogorov–Smirnov
testN0.05). A Student's t test for related variables was applied to all
the variables (PA scale, NA scale, Anger subscale, HR, SBP, DBP, T, C,
and LI) except DL raw scores to see differences between pre and post-
anger induction (AI). An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 2×2 (Ear×
Moment) with repeated measures and a subsequent Student's t test
for related variables was applied to DL direct scores. Pearson
correlation coefficients were also performed for post AI measures,
searching for possible relations between hormones (T and C) and the



Fig. 1. Increased salivary testosterone levels after anger induction. Bars depict the
mean+/−standard deviation of salivary testosterone (pmol/l) measured in 30 men
before (empty bar) and after (grey bar) anger induction. ⁎=pb0.01, Student's t test
for related variables.
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other variables. All statistical analyses were performed on a PC, using
the SPSS 15 statistical package set. Data are presented as means and
standard deviations and confidence intervals for the 95% of the mean
are presented when appropriate.

Results

Mood scale scores

As can be seen in Table 1, PANAS positive scores diminished
significantly from baseline to post-anger induction (t (29)=5.38,
pb0.001; confidence intervals for baseline versus post-anger induc-
tion were 33.2/36.4 and 26.7/31.38, respectively) while PANAS
negative scores increased significantly (t (29)=−7.60, pb0.001;
confidence intervals for baseline versus post-anger induction were
12.4/14.4 and 19.3/24.3, respectively). These results were seen
despite PA being higher than NA for both conditions.

Table 1 shows that Anger–Hostility subscale scores increased
significantly from baseline to post-anger induction (t (29)=−8.64,
pb0.001; confidence intervals for baseline versus post-anger induc-
tion were 4.5/6.5 and 15.6/23.1, respectively).

Cardiovascular response

With regard to HR levels (see Table 1), there was a significant
increase from baseline to post-anger induction (t (29)=−2.18,
pb0.03; confidence intervals for baseline versus post-anger induction
were 67.7/75.7 and 70/79.8 bpm, respectively).

Regarding BP, there were no differences in SBP levels between
baseline and post-anger induction (t (29)=−1.37, p=0.18), as
shown in Table 1. On the contrary, DBP levels increased significantly
(see Table 1) after the anger induction (t (29)=−2.72, pb0.01;
confidence intervals for baseline versus post-anger induction were
68.2/72.5 and 69.7/75.5 mm Hg, respectively).

Testosterone and cortisol levels

Changes in T levels are shown in Fig. 1. There was an increase in T
levels (t (29)=−2.492, pb0.01; confidence intervals for baseline
versus post-anger induction were 79.7/95 and 90/102.2 pmol/l,
respectively) from baseline to post-anger induction. On the other
hand, C levels (see Fig. 2) decreased significantly (t (29)=3.604,
pb0.001; confidence intervals for baseline versus post-anger induc-
tion were 5.6/10.3 and 3.8/5.4 nmol/l, respectively) after the anger
induction.
Table 1
Mean and standard deviation for all the dependent variables before and after the anger
induction and t test for related variables p value.

Baseline Anger induction p

Mean (SD) Mean (SD)

PANAS
Positive 34.83 (4.22) 29.07 (6.19) b0.001
Negative 13.43 (2.71) 21.83 (6.77) b0.001

POMS
Anger subscale 5.53 (2.80) 19.37 (10.09) b0.001

Cardiovascular reactivity
HR 71.73 (10.73) 74.93 (13.08) b0.03
SBP 123.60 (10.03) 125.13 (11.18) n.s.
DBP 70.37 (5.78) 72.63 (7.74) b0.01

Dichotic listening test
RE items 32.17 (5.90) 34.57 (5.86) b0.001
LE items 17.50 (4.42) 16.90 (4.69) n.s.
LI (REA) 0.29 (0.18) 0.34 (0.18) b0.04

Note. PANAS (Positive and Negative Affect Schedule), POMS (Profile of Mood States),
HR (heart rate), SBP (systolic blood pressure), DBP (diastolic blood pressure), RE (right
ear), LE (left ear), LI (Laterality Index), and REA (right ear advantage).
Dichotic listening

An ANOVA (2×2) for repeated measures was carried out with the
variables Ear (RE versus LE) and Moment (baseline versus post-anger
induction). Mean correct responses for both ears are displayed in
Fig. 3. There was a significant main effect of Ear (F (1, 29)=92.54,
pb0.001), indicating a right ear advantage (REA) in both conditions,
before and after the anger induction; and a significant main effect of
Moment (F (1, 29)=11.80; pb0.002), indicating a higher number of
correct syllables after the anger induction in both ears (see Fig. 3). The
interaction of Ear×Moment was significant (F (1, 29)=6.76, pb0.01).
As can be seen in Table 1, the analysis post hoc revealed a significant
increase in RE items from baseline to post-anger induction (t (29)=
−3.79, pb0.001; confidence intervals for baseline versus post-anger
induction were 30/34.3 and 32.3/36.7, respectively), whereas there
were not differences in LE items (t (29)=0.944, p=0.353).
Fig. 2. Decreased salivary cortisol levels after anger induction. Bars depict the
mean+/−standard deviation of salivary cortisol (nmol/l) measured in 30 men before
(empty bar) and after (grey bar) anger induction. ⁎⁎=pb0.001, Student's t test for
related variables.



Fig. 3. Increased right ear correct responses after anger induction. Bars depict the mean
+/−standard deviation of correct responses for both ears (RE: right ear, LE: left ear)
obtained in 30 men for the DL test, before (empty bars) and after (grey bars) anger
induction. ⁎=pb0.01, ANOVA (2×2) for repeated measures.
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Regarding LI, there was a significant increase in REA (t (29)=
−2.118; pb0.04; confidence intervals for baseline versus post-anger
induction were 0.225/0.358 and 0.274/0.409, respectively) after the
anger mood induction (see Table 1).

Correlational analysis

Several correlations for post AImeasureswere observed. Regarding
mood scales, we found an inverse association (r=−0.47; pb0.009)
between PANAS positive and negative scores. A strong correlation
(r=0.80; pb0.001) between anger subscale scores and PANAS
negative scores was also seen. The more negative state you feel the
angrier you get.

With regard to cardiovascular measures, both systolic and diastolic
BP levels were positively correlated (r=0.57; pb0.001), and an
interesting inverse correlation (r=−0.52; pb0.03) was found
between post-anger DBP and C levels. In other words, participants
who showed a decrease in C levels increased their DBP levels after
anger induction.

Strong correlations between post AI dichotic listening measures
(RE and LE raw scores and REA) were also observed. On the one hand,
there was a positive association (r=0.87; pb0.001) between RE and
REA and, on the other hand, LE was inversely related to both RE raw
scores (r=−0.72; pb0.001) and REA (r=−0.96; pb0.001).

Discussion

The main finding of this study was that an anger induction
procedure, applied to healthy right-handed men, elicited profound
changes in different psychobiological parameters. We found greater
self-reported anger mood, an increase in cardiovascular reactivity,
higher salivary T levels, lower salivary C levels and an increase in RE
items reported in DL together with an enhanced REA which suggested
greater left asymmetrical brain activity. Several correlations for post-
anger induction measures were also reported.

The analysis of scores on mood scales, which were used to assess
self-reported mood, showed, on the one hand, an increase in Anger–
Hostility subscale scores which means that participants were
subjectively angrier after the mood induction. On the other hand,
there was a decrease in PA scores as well as an increase in NA scores.
This is congruent with previous research considering anger as a
negative emotion (Harmon-Jones, 2004a; Lazarus, 1991; Watson
et al., 1999). Correlational analyses were also in accordance with the
literature. We found an inverse association between positive and
negative mood scores after the anger induction procedure together
with a strong correlation between Anger scale and negative mood.
Participants who got angrier felt a more negative state immediately
after the anger induction.

Regarding emotion-specific peripheral physiological responses,
we focus on cardiovascular and hormonal reactivity when anger is
experienced. Several studies have consistently found that anger
evokes significant increases in HR and BP (e.g. Ax, 1953; Foster and
Harrison, 2004; Prkachin et al., 2001; Rainville et al., 2006; Schwartz
et al., 1981; Sinha et al., 1992; Weerts and Roberts, 1976). In our
study, there was an increase in HR as well as in DBP. Also, SBP and DBP
were positively related. Subjects who responded to the anger
induction with high SBP levels showed increases in DBP. This effect
of anger is different from the effect observed for fear, high SBP levels
and low DBP levels (Ax, 1953; Christie and Friedman, 2004; Ekman
et al., 1983; Schwartz et al., 1981; Sinha et al., 1992). However,
significant differences in SBP have not been found, in spite of a higher
mean in SBP after the anger induction. Bongard et al. (1997) found a
similar cardiovascular reactivity pattern after anger provocation
which particularly affected HR and DBP.

Considering hormonal changes after inducing anger and control-
ling circadian rhythms, we have found an increase in T levels as well as
a decrease in C levels. Traditionally, higher T levels have been
associatedwith anger and/or approach behavior (Hohlagschwandtner
et al., 2001; Kalin, 1999; Persky et al., 1971; Thompson and George,
2003; Van Honk et al., 1999, 2000; Wirth and Schultheiss, 2007).
Regarding C, our results showed a decrease in salivary C levels in
response to anger induction. Many authors have associated lower C
levels with anger, aggressive behavior and approach behavior (Lerner
et al., 2007; Roelofs et al., 2005; Roy, 2004; Van Goozen et al., 1998;
Van Honk et al., 2003). However, acute and relatively short term C
elevations may facilitate approach behavior, including anger and
aggression (Putman et al., 2007; Salvador, 2005; Salvador et al., 2003;
Van Honk et al., 2000). So, the relationship between anger and C levels
remain more controversial than with T.

We have not found any study on changes in T and/or C levels
during an anger mood induction laboratory task, so the present study
represents an unique contribution to this field, reporting changes in
hormonal reactivity (T and C)when anger is evoked in healthymen by
the AI method.

The most interesting finding of the correlational analysis was an
inverse relationship between post-anger salivary cortisol and DBP
levels which means that participants who showed a decrease in C
levels increased their DBP after anger induction. Both, lower C levels
(Kalin, 1999; Roelofs et al., 2005; Roy, 2004; Van Goozen et al., 1998;
Van Honk et al., 2003) and higher DBP (e.g. Ax, 1953; Foster and
Harrison, 2004; Prkachin et al., 2001; Rainville et al., 2006; Schwartz
et al., 1981; Sinha et al., 1992; Weerts and Roberts, 1976) were
documented in anger and aggression research. Nevertheless, none of
these studies have combined both psychobiological parameters in
their research paradigms.

No more relevant correlations regarding hormones were found.
This could indicate that the measured variables in our study were
relatively independent, although all were part of the psychobiological
components of anger.

Therefore, whenwe viewed from the subjective perception and/or
from the neuroendocrine and cardiovascular response of the subjects,
our results indicated that the AI method was able to generate an
experience of an anger affect. Another question was to analyze the
consequences of that experience upon perceptual asymmetry when
measured with a non-emotional laterality task. The analysis of DL
scores before and after the anger induction lab task, yielded
interesting results. On the one hand, a facilitation of RE items after
the emotional induction was seen; on the other hand, no differences
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in LE items were observed. Two models of attention could explain our
results. On the one hand, Kinsbourne (1970, 1982) proposed a model
for attentional-activation influences on DL performance. Briefly, the
model predicts that a secondary task known to be lateralized in one
hemisphere is able to alert, activate or “prime” that hemisphere,
which in turns generates an attentional bias to the opposed hemi-
field, leading to a processing advantage of those items presented
there. The model can be tested by analyzing the performance in a
primary task (in this case, the DL test) with and without the addition
of that secondary task. In this study the secondary task would be the
angermood induction. On the other hand, Hugdahl (2003) attentional
model apply to hemisphere asymmetry the frequently used distinc-
tion in cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience between
bottom-up or stimulus-driven information processing versus top-
down, or instruction-driven information processing. A bottom-up
approach would mean that language stimuli (e.g. syllables) would
produce a left hemisphere response, while a top-down approach
would ask the question whether a bottom-up asymmetry effect could
be modulated or switched through cognitive means. Furthermore,
correlational analysis revealed an obvious positive association
between RE and REA, while LE was inversely related to both RE raw
scores and REA after anger induction.

In our study, the results on DL performance (using both a LI and
raw scores from the two ears) showed enhanced REA after anger, but
due mainly to an increase in right ear items. So, the anger mood
induction modulated the bottom-up asymmetry effect by increasing
the REA, which would indicate greater left hemisphere activity. This
increase in REA and specifically in right ear items could not be
explained by a practice effect. For more details see the classical report
of Porter et al. (1976)which observed that the REA remains practically
invariable over an eight days period of testing. Moreover, the DL is not
an exclusive test of temporal lobe function, as traditionally believed
(Spreen and Strauss, 1991). Several studies (Hugdahl et al., 2003;
Jäncke and Shah, 2002) have found the importance of a cortical
network involving the left frontal lobe which is necessary for focusing
attention on speech sounds. Therefore, our findings on brain
asymmetry using the DL test agree with the motivational direction
model, which has posited that the left frontal brain region is involved
in the experience and expression of approach-related emotions (Fox,
1991; Harmon-Jones et al., 2006; Sutton and Davidson, 1997) like
anger.

To our knowledge, there are few studies that introduced a negative
affect experience and analyzed its consequences on DL performance
(e.g. Demaree and Harrison, 1997; Gadea et al., 2005; Shenal and
Harrison, 2003). All of them found a decrease in REA or even a LEA (left
ear advantage)which suggest greater right hemisphere activity. This is
due to the fact that all these studies use tasks that elicit sadness, pain,
or anxiety (emotions associated with avoidance motivation) but not
anger. Even Demaree and Harrison (1997) and Shenal and Harrison
(2003), which took into account high and low hostility of the
participants, did not use a method for inducing anger. Therefore, the
present study is the first in analyzing the consequences of an anger
experience uponperceptual asymmetrymeasured by a non-emotional
DL test.

In examinations of anger state and asymmetrical cortical activity,
there are some studies using PET (Dougherty et al., 1999; Marci et al.,
2007) or EEG (Aftanas et al., 2006; Harmon-Jones et al., 2006;
Harmon-Jones and Sigelman, 2001; Wacker et al., 2003) that have
reported relatively greater left frontal activity after the induction of an
anger mood state, supporting the motivational direction model too.
Harmon-Jones and Sigelman (2001) conducted an experiment to
assess whether situationally induced anger would increase relative
left frontal activity. Participants were randomly assigned to a
condition in which another person insulted them or to a condition
in which another person treated them in a neutral manner.
Immediately following the treatment, EEG was collected. As pre-
dicted, individuals who were insulted evidenced greater relative left
frontal activity than individuals who were not insulted. Moreover,
they reported being more angry and behave more aggressively
towards the person who insulted them. Additionally, regression
analyses revealed that relative left frontal activation was associated
with more anger and aggression in the condition in which anger was
evoked. More recently, Harmon-Jones et al. (2006) have found that an
increase in the personal relevance of the anger stimuli coupled with
the expectation of approach-related action increased relative left
frontal activity in response to anger-producing pictures. Moreover,
Aftanas et al. (2006) have reported changes in EEG activity during the
experience of anger emotion. Specifically, the anterior and posterior
areas of the cortex showed asymmetrical increases in theta-2 power
in the left hemisphere and in the beta-1 range, the left hemisphere
also showed an increase in response to the emotional film.

Although most theories of emotion support an essential role for
physiology and neurobiology (Ekman and Davidson, 1994), few
studies have combined different types of measures in research
paradigms designed to study emotion. Several studies have examined
cardiovascular reactivity and asymmetrical brain activity when anger
is experienced. Harmon-Jones and Sigelman (2003) (unpublished
data cited in Harmon-Jones, 2003) measured HR, SBP, DBP and EEG
before and after participants were insulted. Results reveal that greater
left frontal activity was associated with greater cardiovascular
reactivity. Using PET, Dougherty et al. (1999) found greater activation
of the left orbitofrontal cortex while subjects imagined the content of
narrative scripts developed from autobiographical information to
induce an anger state; however, no differences in cardiovascular
reactivity were observed. Despite that, more recently and using the
same procedure for inducing anger, Marci et al. (2007) besides
reporting increased activity in the left orbitofrontal cortex and in the
left insula, found increased HR too while anger was experienced.
Nevertheless, in some studies (e.g. Foster and Harrison, 2004), despite
reporting greater activation of frontal lobe and changes in cardiovas-
cular reactivity, asymmetrical brain differences were not evident.

In summary, to our knowledge, this is the first study that examines
in a single investigation different psychobiological parameters,
including cardiovascular and hormonal reactivity as well as asym-
metrical brain activity immediately after an anger induction. Our
results agree with previous research about anger mood and are
consistent with the theoretical writings of Darwin (1872/1965) and
James (1884). In other words, we have found that anger emotion is
accompanied by unique patterns of physiological and neurophysio-
logical activity, and we have provided evidence supporting discrete
anger emotion-specific nervous system activity. In our study, the
emotion of anger, a negative emotion often associated with approach
motivation, elicits an increase in cardiovascular response and in T
salivary levels, and a decrease in C levels. Besides these changes in
peripheral physiological activity we have evidenced a left asymmet-
rical brain activation using a DL test when anger is being experienced
by right-handedmen, supporting the motivational directionmodel. In
future research, it would be interesting to include women and left-
handed subjects for greater generalization of these results; and also to
see if different response patterns to anger experience are observed.
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